Pre-surgical language mapping with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is routinely conducted to assist the neurosurgeon in preventing damage to brain regions responsible for language. Functional differences exist between the monolingual versus the bilingual brain, whereas clinical fMRI tasks are typically conducted in a single language. The presence of secondary language processing mechanisms is a potential source of error in the inferred language map. From fMRI data of healthy bilingual and monolingual subjects we obtain language maps as functional networks. Our results show a sub-network "core" architecture consisting of the Broca's, pre-supplementary motor, and premotor areas present across all subjects. Wernicke's Area was found to connect to the "core" to a different extent across groups. The k core centrality measure shows "core" areas belong to the maximum core while WA and other fROIs vary across groups. The results may provide a benchmark to preserve equal treatment outcomes for bilingual patients.
INTRODUCTION
A functional language network (FLN) is a network model of interacting brain areas which are sensitive to language processing. Prior to brain surgery, an individual FLN is often constructed from language task functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data obtained from a pre-surgical language mapping routine. To the greatest extent possible, it is desirable to avoid damage to the language function since it is a critical function of the human brain. The FLN thus serves two clinical purposes. First, it may assist the neurosurgeon to avoid further damage to critical, language-sensitive connections and regions. Second, a comparison of the map to an established benchmark in healthy individuals may indicate the specific components of the language network that have already been compromised by the pathological condition [1, 2] .
In a previous study [2] , we established a functional language "core" sub-network as such a benchmark by analyzing 20 healthy subjects without regard to their mono-or multi-lingual status. However, there are known functional differences in the language network of bilinguals compared to monolinguals which may affect surgical management [3] .
Bilingualism requires the control of different language systems. It has been postulated that different languages are coexisting in the awareness of the bilingual subject and are in conflict for language production until a specific one is chosen [3] . The consequence is an enhancement of the "control" areas in the brain which include the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), the anterior cingulate cortex (CC), the basal ganglia (BG), and especially the left caudate nucleus in the case of bilingual brain [4] .
The activation of the DLPFC is deemed maximal when the subject is asked to switch between the known languages [4] and the BG may actively mediate signaling to the prefrontal cortex according to the changing target language being used by the subject at any given time. Specifically, the caudate may regulate the selection of the less accessible language [4, 5] .
Although the particular signature of the bilingual language network has been widely investigated in the literature, its effect on clinical practice is still unclear. Particularly, the common language network of bilinguals in clinically-acquired phonemic fluency tasks may differ from that of monolinguals in both the active areas and the connectivity between active nodes. These differences may impact clinical practice such as pre-surgical planning in evaluating the relevance of each language area. In fact, most of the studies concerning the bilingual language network have aimed to investigate specific areas for bilingualism by employing ad-hoc fMRI tasks [4, 5] that have a limited role in the clinical practice.
The clinical task our subjects performed in this study is recognized as one of the standards in clinical practice [6, 7] and is routinely employed for pre-surgical MRI evaluation in patients with brain tumors.
Language differences are a well-known limitation to fMRI evaluation in clinical practice. Especially in the case of minorities speaking a different language from the one employed in the task, the results of the examination may be difficult to interpret.
Our first objective was to determine if the results from clinically employed tasks (the ones which the surgeon would actually see in clinical practice) would differ between bilinguals and monolinguals. Secondly, we sought to study the network architecture of the FLN in each group (monolinguals, bilinguals speaking Spanish, and bilinguals speaking English) and characterize any differences arising from centrality measurements. Particularly, we sought to assess the k core, which is emerging as an important topological measure of networks since it reveals a robust and highly connected sub-network, called the k max core (as described in Sec. S1) [8, 9] ; k core has previously been employed to measure the stability of the most resilient functional structures in the brain [2, 10] and may provide useful insights in addition to the functional connectivity map.
To this end, we analyzed fMRI scans from 16 healthy subjects: eight bilinguals and eight monolinguals. For every bilingual subject, we conducted two scans, where the language task was conducted in Spanish (L1) and in English (L2). For the monolinguals, we conducted each scan in English. We employ standard methods to construct voxel-level functional networks from thresholding the fMRI correlations [11] [12] [13] . Functional regions of interest (fROIs) were then identified for every individual and every individual subject's network was transformed so that each fROI represents a single node. Connections were then defined between fROIs. Finally, we examined the k-core structure at the voxel level for each group.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
The study design was prospective. We recruited participants on a voluntary basis, who, provided written consent for participating in the study. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board and was carried out according to the Declaration of Helsinki. Sixteen self-reportedly healthy right-handed adult subjects (mean age = 42.37 years and Standard deviation = 8.92, nine males and seven females) without any neurological history were included. Among the 16 subjects, there were eight monolinguals (speaking only English) and eight bilinguals (speaking Spanish (L1) as their native language and English (L2) as their acquired second language). All bilinguals had professional-level fluency in speaking English.
Functional MRI task
For the fMRI task, all subjects performed a phonemic fluency letter task in response to task instructions delivered visually. Each monolingual performed the task in English. Each bilingual performed the task in English and Spanish separately, resulting in two separate scans for each bilingual subject. We interchanged the order of English and Spanish tasks randomly. In the final data cohort, we had 24 task-based fMRI (tb-fMRI) scans, eight English scans from the monolingual subjects, and eight English scans plus eight Spanish scans from the bilingual subjects.
In the phonemic fluency task (letter task), subjects were asked to silently generate words that began with the letter (for example, given the letter "B", subjects would generate words such as "BIRD", "BIKE", "BANK", etc.). Subjects silently generated words without vocalization to avoid creating artifacts from jaw movement. Stimuli were displayed on a screen over eight stimulation epochs with each epoch lasting 20 sec. During the task, two letters were presented in each stimulation epoch. Each epoch also consisted of a 30 sec resting period during which subjects were asked to focus on a blinking crosshair. Brain activity and head motion were monitored using Brainwave software (GE, Brainwave RT, Medical Numerics, Germantown, MD) allowing for real-time observation.
Data acquisition
A GE 3T scanner (750W, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA) and a 24-channel neurovascular head coil was employed to acquire the MR images. Functional images covering the whole brain were acquired using a T * 2 -weighted gradient echo echo-planar imaging sequence (repetition time (T R)) divided by (echo time (T E)) = 2500 ms/30 ms; slice thickness = 4 mm; matrix = 64 × 64; FOV = 240 mm; flip angle FA = 80
• ; voxel resolution = 4mm × 4mm × 4mm. In addition, functional coverage matching T 1 -weighted 3D BRAVO (spoiled gradient recalled echo (SPGR) with inversion activated) images (T R/T E = 8.2 ms /3.1 ms; slice thickness = 1 mm; Inversion Time = 450 ms; matrix = 240 × 240, FA = 12
• ) were acquired for co-registration and deformation purposes.
Data pre-processing
fMRI data were processed and analyzed using the software program Analysis of Functional NeuroImages (AFNI) [14] . Head motion correction was performed using 3D rigid-body registration. Spatial smoothing was applied to improve the signal-to-noise ratio using a Gaussian filter with 4 mm full width of half maximum. Corrections for linear trend and high frequency noise were also applied. Signal changes over time were cross-correlated with a mathematical Gaussian model of the hemody-namic response to neural activation. Cross-correlation involved convolving the modeled waveform corresponding to the task performance block with all pixel time courses on a pixel-by-pixel basis to generate functional activity data. Functional activation maps were generated at a threshold of p < 0.001. To reduce false positive activity from large venous structures or head motion, voxels in which the standard deviation of the acquired time series exceeded 8% of the mean signal intensity were set to zero.
Individual brain network construction
Here, we briefly illustrate the method of construction of the functional network on two different scales(voxel and fROI), following a previous approach [2, 15] . At the voxel scale, we first established the nodes of the functional languages network. Nodes were defined as "activated" voxels. To determine which voxels were activated, first, we extracted the pre-processed time series from all voxels of the functional image and then fitted each timeseries to the transformed task model according to the general linear model's statistical approach [16] . The voxels that passed the statistical significance test (we chose a small absolute threshold p < 0.001) were retained as activated voxels defining the network's nodes. A sample subject's resulting fMRI activation map is shown in Fig.  1 .
Then, we determined the modules or functional regions of interest (fROIs). An fROI was defined as a cluster of spatially proximate activated voxels (nodes). We identified separate clusters from the fMRI signal based on their anatomical proximity. The task of labeling of fROIs was performed by a neuroradiologist with extensive experience in clinical and research fMRI.
Although we used anatomical locations for labeling, we must clarify here that our module identifications were based on the functional signals rather than an anatomical atlas. There is high variance in the mapping of cognitive functions in individuals to the spatial location of anatomical landmarks; for this reason, we did not determine fROIs at the group level but rather at the individual level [17] . Additionally, pre-operative fMRI results are always interpreted on an individual level [18] .
Having established the nodes and modules for the voxel scale network model, next, we defined the links between voxels (nodes) following standard methods of measuring statistical dependencies between activated voxels [2, [11] [12] [13] 15] . Links in the network were obtained by thresholding the voxel-voxel temporal correlation of the BloodOxygen-Level Dependent (BOLD) signal [2] , as shown below.:
where x i is a vector encoding the fMRI time response of voxel i and · indicates a temporal average. A pair of voxels with a correlation above a certain threshold was considered as a link (absolute threshold). In Fig. 2 , panel a), we display a realization of the voxel scale network for the sample subject in Fig. 1 . Each node represents a voxel, and nodes belonging to the same fROI are colored the same. The links connecting a pair of voxels belonging to different fROIs are shown as pink lines. The links connecting pairs of voxels within the same fROI are not shown.
In order to describe the FLN from a modular perspective, the network was transformed so that each fROI represents a single node. We refer to this as the fROI scale network. To define the connectivity at the fROI-fROI scale, the functional link weight, W ij , between two fROIs, labeled i and j, is defined as the sum of all the binarized functional link weights, w lm , connecting all pair of voxels, labeled l, and m, between the two fROIs, normalized by the sum of the two fROIs' sizes, S i and S j ,
Thus, there would be a non-zero fROI-fROI connection between any pair of regions such that a single voxel in each region is inter-connected.
We show a realization of an fROI-level network of the same representative subject in Fig. 2 panel b) . Here, each colored node represents a fROI. Each link's thickness connecting two fROIs is proportional to their link weight W . The apparent thickness of the fROI scale link relative to the voxel scale links may appear inconsistent but this can be explained by a visual artifact due to the geometrical arrangement of nodes in the voxel-scale diagram and by the normalization, Eq. 2.
We constructed both voxel and fROI scale networks from the tb-fMRI signal for each of the 24 individual scans of data partitioned into three groups: monolinguals, bilinguals speaking English, and bilinguals speaking Spanish, with each group containing eight networks. Next, we measured the common network characteristics at the group level in order to estimate robust connectivity across subjects within a group.
Common network construction across subjects
We named the persistent functional architecture across subjects in a particular group at the fROI-level the 'common network'. This common architecture was constructed for each group by retaining only those pairs of fROIs and those functional links connecting them that were present across all subjects, where we considered the number of appearances of the functional link within the group as a measure of frequency. The weight of the functional link connecting two fROIs, i and j, in the common network (W C ij ) was defined as the average of the W ij connecting those fROIs across subjects:
where N is the number of individuals and where the link W i,j is nonzero.
RESULTS
Language proficiency tests
Self-reported English and Spanish proficiency data were collected using two independent assessments: the four-item proficiency assessment [19] and the Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q) [20] .
For both assessments, bilinguals' English and Spanish proficiency scores were compared to one another using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (paired). Bilinguals' English and Spanish proficiency scores were also individually compared to monolinguals' English proficiency scores using the Mann-Whitney U test (unpaired) .
No significant differences were found between bilinguals' English proficiency and Spanish proficiency in any In panel b each node represents an fROI, and the node's size is proportional to the number of voxels in the fROI. Each link's thickness connecting two fROIs is proportional to the sum of all link weights inter-connecting the voxels between the two fROIs (as in Eq. (2)).
of the language domains (speaking, understanding, reading) or in overall proficiency (p > 0.05). There were also no significant differences between monolinguals' English proficiency and bilinguals' English proficiency across all measures (p > 0.05). The same result was found between monolingual's English proficiency and bilinguals' Spanish proficiency (p > 0.05). These results show that there were no significant differences in self-reported English and Spanish proficiency for monolingual and bilin-gual participants.
Individual networks
From the 24 scans, 17 activated areas (or fROIs) were identified via the procedure described in Sec. 2 2.5. A summary of these activated areas and their frequency of activation by subject is shown in Supplementary Table  S1 . Both hemispheres demonstrated activation; however, left hemisphere dominance was clearly observed, which is expected from an fMRI language task in right-handed subjects, since language brain activation is mostly concentrated in the left hemisphere in these individuals [21] .
Although 17 activated areas were detected, not all the areas were activated in each subject due to inter-subject variability. We observed that most of the areas were activated in the monolingual group (16/17), followed by the bilingual speaking Spanish group (13/17) and the bilingual speaking English group (12/17) .
The areas that were activated in all subjects and all groups were the pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA), Broca's Area (BA(L)), and ventrical premotor area (v-pre-MA(L)). Wernicke's Area (WA(L)) was activated in bilingual speaking Spanish group in all eight subjects. Thus, these regions were included in the corresponding common networks by default. The anterior
, and Angular Gyrus(L) (AngularG(L)) were all activated with medium to high frequency.
Individual link weights for the fROI scale network are reported in Tables S2 -S4 . We observed that, overall, the preMA was the most connected area across subjects in terms of connectivity weight (strength). Only the shared links between subsets of activated fROIs are shown in these tables, with the subsets representing the core similarities between the groups as to be included in the common networks. As a general trend we can see that the strongest link (the link with the largest connectivity weight) is between v-preMA(L) and BA(L), followed by v-preMA(L) and pre-SMA, and then by pre-SMA and BA(L).
We note several relatively small fROI level link weights such as W ij = 0.01 (for example refer to subject 6's connection between BA and WA in table S2) in some subjects. These small values arise because the fROI scale network normalizes the link weights by the fROI sizes (number of voxels in the clusters), which can lead to apparently small link weights in some cases when the fROI size is large compared to relatively sparse interconnections.
Common networks
The resulting common networks were constructed as described in Sec. 2 2.6. In each group, the shared common network contained only nodes and links that were present across the majority of subjects. A visualization of the shared common networks at the fROI level are shown in Fig. 3 . All groups' common networks have a similar fully connected structure involving pre-SMA, BA(L), and v-preMA(L) (we call it the "triangle structure", notated by ) across all studied scans (n=8/8 in each group, 100%). Another structure involving WA(L)-v-preMA(L) and WA(L)-BA(L) (we called it the " V structure", notated as ) was present in 6/8 (75%) subjects in the monolingual group, 4/8 (50%) subjects in the bilingual speaking English group and 8/8 (100%) subjects in the bilingual speaking Spanish group. This information is also summarized in Table I . These four regions are functionally connected with each other, with detailed modular link weights shown in Supplementary Tables S5 -S7 .
Though sample standard deviation in the link weights for each group is large relative to the mean, it is nevertheless evident that the common modular link weights are consistently larger for bilingual subjects speaking their native language, Spanish (L1) compared to when they speak the second language, English (L2), as shown in tables S5 -S7. A larger modular level link weight stems from the higher density in inter-fROI voxel level connections between common fROIs. The larger modular link weight in the bilingual Spanish group coincides with a 100% attachment level of the structure. The average common link weights of monolinguals tends to lie between that of the bilingual Spanish and bilingual English. The relative common modular link weights as determined by Eq. 3 are indicated by the color bar in Fig. 4 . The thickness indicates the in group occurrence frequency f i of the link. The shared common networks reveal a hierarchical ordering of link weight as shown in Fig. 4 . We denote the
is consistent in all three groups. The results are consistent with our findings in our previous investigation conducted with 20 right-handed healthy controls [2] . In the previous study [2] , we named the four fROIs the language "core" sub-structure for the specific language task under study.
Though we have grouped the bilingual English and bilingual Spanish common networks separately, they are constructed from the same group of 8 subjects but performing the task in different languages. The monolingual group represents a different set of individuals. Therefore The colored nodes represent fROIs and their size is proportional to the averaged size of fROIs across all subjects. The solid gray links connecting pre-SMA, BA(L), and vpreMA(L), is the " structure". And the yellow links connecting WA(L) to BA(L) and to v-preMA(L), respectively, is called the " structure". We use different colors for the link to distinguish their different frequencies (fi) of activation (activate in # of subjects/the total # of subjects). This information is provided as in Table I : the " structure" is found activated in all studied subjects. The " structure" is found in all the subjects in the bilinguals speaking Spanish group; this is different from monolingual group and bilinguals speaking English group, which only activated 75% and 50% of the time respectively.
we expect an extra factor of inter-subject variability when making monolingual to bilingual group level comparisons as opposed to when making L1 to L2 based comparisons.
Note that not all pairs of core modules were directly connected. This is to be expected since, for example, pre-SMA and WA(L) have no known structural connections between them, whereas the WA and BA are known to be connected by the Arcuate fasciculus [22] . The absence of a link does not convey direct information on the underlying structural connectivity due to intra and inter-subject variability in subject response to the task paradigm as noted above.
Our main findings are the differential attachment of the -structure between groups and the higher common link weights in the L2 group compared to L1 in thestructure. The clinical implications of the observed differing structural properties of the FLNs in bilinguals as opposed to monolinguals with respect to the preoperative clinical task are discussed in Sec. Tables S5 -S7 for more details. The thickness of the links represents how frequently (in how many subjects) they appear. WA connects with preMA(L) and BA(L) in 75% of monolingual subjects, 50% of bilingual speaking English subjects and 100% of bilingual speaking Spanish subjects, respectively.
K-core analysis
The k-core of a given architecture is defined as the maximal sub-graph, not necessarily one that is globally connected, of all nodes having a degree (number of connections) of at least k. It has been shown that for networks with positive couplings (positive link weights), the k max core is the component of the system that is most resilient with respect to network failures, where in this case a failure means a reduction of the link weight (potentially due to brain tumor invasion or physical resection) [9] . It turned out that all the thresholded voxel-voxel BOLD time series correlations defining the link weight for our experimental task paradigm were positive. Thus, conducting k-core analysis would reveal the most robust component of the functional language architecture in the healthy monolingual and bilingual subjects. We provide a brief explanation of k-core, the k-shell decomposition algorithm, and the meaning of the k max and k-shell occupancy histograms through a schematic k-shell decomposition process in Supplementary Fig. S1 ).
For each group, we calculated the k s shell occupancy for each node in the individual network at the voxel level. Then, we normalized k s by the maximum shell number found in each individual network, k max , so that k s ranges from 0 to 1, where k s = 1 is the maximum shell (k max core). Then, we collected all the individual networks' nodes together, regardless of which subject they came from, and placed them into 15 bins according to their k s values. Then, we grouped the nodes in each bin by the modules they belonged to and finally plotted one unique k-shell occupancy histogram for each group. The histograms are shown in Fig. 5 for the four modules from the common shared core of the FLN: pre-SMA, v-preMA(L), BA(L), and WA(L) (colored differently). Panels a) -c) display the k shell histogram for monolinguals, bilinguals speaking English, and bilinguals speaking Spanish, respectively.
We observed that, for each group, as shown in a) -c) , most of the nodes in BA(L), v-preMA(L), and pre-SMA occupied the maximum shell (k max ). In general, WA(L) tended to occupy the lower positions in the shells across the groups, in agreement with recent findings that WA(L) may belong to the lower shells [2] . Comparing the groups, we noticed some subtle differences highlighted by panels b) and c); we observed that monolinguals and bilinguals speaking Spanish displayed similar network structure, while bilinguals speaking English showed lower-shell occupancy for WA. In this last group, as shown in panel b), WA(L) peaked at k s = 0.5 and did extend to higher shells. This result suggests that the WA may be less resilient in its attachment to the FLN in the bilingual subjects speaking English -the subject's second language (L2).
Other centrality measurements
Centrality measures relate to the influence of nodes with respect to functional integration and resilience in the event of network failure events such as the destruction of a node or link. Besides the k-core, we also computed the classical centrality measures in order to obtain additional characteristics of the functional network architectures. We measured three types of classical centralities: degree, closeness, and betweenness as summarized in Supplementary Table S8 . Degree centrality simply measures the number of links attached to a node. Closeness centrality is inversely proportional to the average length of the shortest path between a node and all other nodes in the graph, while betweenness centrality measures the fraction of all shortest paths between other nodes passing through a given node.
We ran algorithms to calculate each type of centrality of all individual voxel-scale networks. Then, we obtained an averaged value over nodes inside each of the common network's fROIs. The final value displayed in the text represents the average across all the subjects within a group. As shown in Supplementary Table S8 the WA(L) displays the highest betweenness centrality, while its degree centrality and closeness centrality are weaker than the other three members of the "core". 
DISCUSSION
Common networks
We observed that there are both similarities and differences between monolinguals and bilinguals functional networks. All groups shared a core network composed of a resilient "triangular structure". The "triangular structure" connects also to WA to form the "V structure", with different degrees at the group level: 8/8 bilingual subjects speaking Spanish, 6/8 monolingual subjects, and 4/8 bilingual subjects speaking English. Bilingual English subjects display the smallest common link weights while the same subjects performing the task in Spanish have the largest common link weights. These results reflect the higher clinical task engagement of language processing systems related to L1 when compared to L2.
The hierarchy of strengths between the three clusters, A > B > C > D > E, was consistent across all three groups, as shown in Fig. 4 and Supplementary Table S5 -S7. This is also consistent with our previous analysis performed in 20 right-handed healthy subjects [2] . This consistent hierarchy may predict the amount of information traffic flowing between each interacting modules. The low connectivity weight between ventral preMA and WA (see Supplementary Tables S5-S7 ) may be explained by the increased distance between the two structures.
The areas wired in the core may be pivotal in language production from the point of view of hodotopy, where the function of single areas is integrated in a network perspective [23] . Tate et al. [24] demonstrated that speech arrest localizes more often to the ventral preMA(L) instead of the classical BA(L) during intraoperative direct cortical stimulation. Also, tumoral invasion generates more speech deficits by infiltrating the left ventral preMA than BA. Our results confirm the evidence for the important role played by the left ventral preMA in language processing, regardless of which language people speak. The premotor cortex is known to participate in bilingualism under the name of DLPFC. Nevertheless, its participation in the core and its relationships with other components are not well described. As mentioned in Sec. 1, the premotor should have a function to control language selection. In our results, the consistent activation of preMA can be partly explained by its role in the extended BA, as discussed in our previous work [2] , which may be valid regardless of the language spoken.
Although the correspondence between structural and functional connectivity is not fully understood yet [11, 25] , our results may be supported by structural evidence. This refers to known white matter bundles connecting the network core nodes, such as the frontal aslant tract and the dual pathways of language [2] .
As a minor difference between the groups, we found more frequent activation of secondary language areas in bilinguals. This result aligns with previous studies that show that the left Caudate and Angular Gyrus is relatively more involved with bilingualism [4, 5] .
K-core
With respect to the k-core analysis, we consistently observed that the greatest portion of the three modules pre-SMA, BA(L), and v-preMA(L) occupied the largest, k-max shell. This suggests that the triangle's modules are the most resilient part of the network, which prevents cascading failures in the event of network failures [8, 9, 26] . This sub-structure may thus prevent network collapse in the event of removal of links as caused by pathological conditions and/or subsequent surgical intervention. In either case, damage to these core links may result in damage to the language network in an irreversible way.
It should be noted that the presence of WA in the weaker k cores does not necessarily imply that WA is less important to the language network. Rather, weakly connected nodes can sometimes form pivotal roles in the network processes. Morone et al. [27] have shown that the nodes with low degrees are sometimes the most important essential nodes when they hold the keys to connections between hubs (modules). In this context, the k-core results might indicate that WA(L) has at least a distinctive functional nature to the other three core members of the FLN, with respect to the network path structure.
The results from our k-core analysis may also be supported from structural evidence. We found a significant difference in the k shell distribution of WA(L) nodes when performing the L1 task compard to L2. As well, the other common fROIs occupied the maximum shell with different proportions in L1 versus L2 as shown in Fig. 5 . In fact, there is evidence for significant differences in structural connections between monolinguals and bilinguals. Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) studies have demonstrated that the representation of uncinate fasciculus, which connects the deep opercular cortex with the superior anterior temporal lobe [28] is increased in bilinguals [3, 29] . Similarly, increased fractional anisotropy of the superior longitudinal fascicle, connecting the preMA(L) with the superior temporal gyrus, has been reported in bilinguals [3, 29] .
Other centrality measurements
As shown in Supplementary Table S8, the WA(L)'s betweenness centrality scores were higher than those of the other three core members, indicating that information tends to often pass through the more centrally located WA(L) in the functional language network. This is despite the fact that nodes in the WA(L) have lower degree centrality (fewer average connections) as well as lower closeness centrality (longer path length). The longer path length of the WA(L) nodes are compatible with the larger anatomical separation between WA(L) and the other common core fROIs. The fewer average connections of WA(L) nodes is compatible with the k-core results for the WA(L). Yet, WA(L)'s betweenness score shows that it acts as bridge between other more highly conected components of the language network. This finding illustrates the complex architecture of the functional language network. Generally, real networks cannot be simply characterized by a single network theoretical measure but will tend to display several properties, for example, an interplay of small-world and scale-free features [13, 30] .
Clinical relevance
When the clinical task is performed by bilingual subjects using L1, the common inter-modular connection weights are stronger and the frequency of certain links, notably in the -structure, increase as shown in Table I . This indicates that a more robust pre-operative language map may be obtained by conducting the fMRI language task in the subjects native language, L1, rather than L2. These data may also help to optimize pre-surgical planning on an individual basis.
In the clinical setting, information about the stability of pivotal nodes obtained from the k core analysis may play a role in guiding the neurosurgeon to avoid interrupting essential functional links. In fact, the resection of primary language areas does not necessarily cause the expected spectrum of language deficits. This has been reported also for WA [31, 32] and may be due to the involvement of subcortical paths and compensatory mechanisms [33] . If confirmed by further investigation, different engagements of a node by the language core may correlate with different surgical outcomes across different populations.
The evidence of a network core for language shared by monolinguals and bilinguals may provide useful information in pre-surgical planning: as shown by our k-core evaluation, disconnection of the core nodes by cortical resection or interruption of subcortical pathways may lead to the collapse of the language function.
The common network of bilingual subjects speaking English showed limited participation of WA. Such evidence may support the introduction of language tasks optimized for bilinguals in clinical practice, even for subjects fluent in English. The variable participation of WA to the core may be related to the clinical task being proctored in a sub-optimal language, L2, for bilinguals when it should ideally be proctored in L1.
While the common functional network and its k core structure serve to illustrate typical patterns in healthy patients it is important to remember that for clinical purposes each individuals language map is unique and may not conform to these patterns. Damage to brain tissue from disease may disrupt the core network and potentially shift the position of core fROIs [34] .
Our evidence may suggest that clinicians should consider employing the pre-operative language task in either L1 or both L1 and L2 to ensure that a robust and accurate language map is obtained. This would certainly be preferable to the current clinical standard of employing the task solely in English. Obviously, practical considerations apply, and the task must be redeveloped in several languages corresponding to the dominant ethnic populations in the regions surrounding each clinic.
Limitations
The main limitation of this study is the sample size. This results in difficulty to ascertain the statistical significance of the common network properties due to inter and intra subject variability in response to the clinical task. Statistical uncertainty due to small sample size also propogates into the k-core measurements since we focused on the core fROIs in our analysis. We suggest that these results be probed with better statistical significance in future studies with larger sample size. Additionally, we employed only one language task in our study. Clearly, a single language task cannot successfully and completely model the entirety of the language network.
SUMMARY
Though many studies have investigated bilingualism through fMRI, this is the first study to consider the effects of bilingualism when subjects perform pre-surgical language tasks. We sought to establish a healthy benchmark for the FLN in both monolinguals and bilinguals to assist clinical decisions, with the aim of providing insights to clinicians about the diagnosis and treatment for ethnic or minority groups who speak a second language other than English.
We discussed the main results of our study, that both monolingual and bilingual subjects share a common language network formed by BA, preMA, and pre-SMA, which occupy the k max shell and show features of a central core for language across groups, consistent with our previous results on healthy subjects [2] . Moreover, WA is engaged by the network core with variable extent across groups (8/8 bilingual subjects speaking Spanish, 6/8 monolingual subjects, and 4/8 bilingual subjects speaking English), reflecting different k-core occupancies, with the major difference being that the bilingual L2 groups' nodes occupy only the lower half of k shells. The bilingual L2 group is also revealed to show weaker connection strengths between core fROIs compared to when they perform the task in L1.
These results may influence fMRI task choice and interpretation, with possible impact on therapeutic planning. In order to optimize the pre-operative language map for bilingual patients, we suggest that clinicians consider implementing the language task in L1 instead of L2. This recommendation is based on the higher clinical task engagement of language processing systems related to L1 compared to L2 as evidenced by the higher common net-work link weights and more frequent involvement of the "V-structure" as discussed above.
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This data set is publicly available at:
http: //www-levich.engr.ccny.cuny.edu/webpage/ hmakse/brain/. Step a), it starts from 1-core (or k = 1), which is also the whole network. At Step b), we have disconnected all the nodes with a degree equal to one. After updating the degrees, now there are another two nodes with a degree equal to 1. We continue to disconnect those. At Step c), we have disconnected all the nodes with a degree equal to 1 and there are no more nodes with a degree less than 2. The remaining graph (the nodes are still connected) make up the 2-core (or k = 2). Those nodes which were removed from both a) and b) composed the 1-shell. The 1-shell and 2-core are exclusive from each other. We continue this process until Step d), where all the nodes are disconnected; here, k reaches its maximum, which is 3.
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